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About This Game

Laraan is experienced best when using a controller. A Windows or Xbox game pad is
ideal.

Laraan is a Science-Fiction game about exploration in a desolate world. Created with a minimalist low poly style. Accompanied
by a splendid movie soundtrack.

You’re about to enter an old world of computer entertainment. Laraan bridges the gap between Cinema and Action/Adventure
games with a completely old style of fluid, cinematic storytelling. Laraan is experienced best when using a controller, a

Windows or Xbox game pad is ideal.

Using a completely old graphic system of cinematic zooms, pans, close-ups, and cuts, Laraan gets you involved in a breathtaking
story of inter-dimensional travel.

You’ll duck as lasers saber, boulder crash, and monsters roar. The complete musical score and realistic, digitized sound effects
will make you feel like you’re on a movie sound stage.
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A very simple and clean game. Perfect for anyone, who loves small strategy games. The artwork is amazing, the character
designs are amazing, and the experience this game gave me was... AMAZING!
god, unraveling the mystery behind Randy Rosebud was crazy satisfying.
The puzzles were not as difficult as they would in a normal point and click game, but thats why this game is good! the confined
area means that it won't take forever to find the solutions to puzzles as there are only 'so' many objects.

gonna be honest though... the part where I had to vore a sentient raddish was... pretty gay. but that doesn't mean it was bad. ;). I
played this game back on the 360 when it was one of the games for gold and I played it and loved it. Picked it up on here, it's
good but I experienced a lot of bugs. First got into this game after watching another person\u2019s video clip on this game
where he went through the first few levels. Took a look at the description on Steam, and given it\u2019s only $2.99, decided to
give this a try, as I\u2019m into puzzle games. No regrets on this decision, as this is a very nice puzzle game with many
interesting elements in it.

Graphics: When you open the game, it starts in full screen, but you can modify it to a smaller screen size, which I usually do.
Nice Sci-fi space graphics that change from level to level, so you\u2019re not looking at the exact same background each time.
Sprites are simple and easily labeled so that you know what you\u2019re looking at.

Sound: Space-like music atmosphere is nice to listen to, but you can mute the music and sound effects at any time if you want
to. However, it may not hurt to have a few more soundtracks to choose from to listen to as you play to increase variety.

Controls: Not too many options to have to worry about, as the controls are pretty self-explanatory. In reality, all you\u2019re
using is the directions on the keyboard (WASD or up\/left\/down\/right) and R to restart if you get stuck and can\u2019t go out
of bounds. Controls are responsive with no lag, and if you push 5 directions ahead of time as you\u2019re going through a long
part, the Orbox will move in those directions with no loss or delay. Orbox moves quickly, which is nice for the longer stages, as
they flow better with no real delays.

Gameplay: I'll break this down into pieces.
= It\u2019s easy to get the hang of this game, but you\u2019ll quickly see how the later puzzles make you think a bit. Luckily,
there are no enemies, and you can scout the board out before moving to see what you\u2019re dealing with. There are no lives,
or game over, or anything like that to pressure the player, so feel free to try various things out. If you go out of bounds,
you\u2019ll just go back to the start point (you\u2019ll want to go out of bounds a lot anyway to get a few of the achievements).
= There are no time limits on the levels, so feel free to take as much time as needed to think through possible routes.
You\u2019ll need to look ahead a bit in later levels to see any tricks that may be present.
= You can play a level as many times as you want, mainly to go for your best score, time, and moves (though the moves record
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is a bit glitched, as it doesn\u2019t keep your best move score, but rather your score on the last time you beat the level).
= I like how in Easy, the levels start very simple with just getting to the goal. A few levels in, new elements get introduced, one
at a time. This allows the player to learn how to best deal with these types of elements. And as the levels progress, the player
sees how these elements get combined together in having multiple tasks to do in a level. The player will deal with anything from
collecting stars to dealing with gates, grow blocks, sensors, ice, and bombs. Nice job with the symmetry designs in most levels,
giving a little more substance than just the basics to many of the levels.
= There are a whopping 210 levels, split into seven packs of 30 levels. You start with the Easy pack and unlock more packs as
you complete the packs you\u2019re working on, which include Average, Normal, Hard, Easy 2, Speed, and Bonus.
There\u2019s a spot for an eighth pack depending on feedback. Difficulty progresses steadily on Easy -> Average -> Normal ->
Hard. I would guess Easy 2, Speed, and Bonus are somewhere in between in difficulty.

If you\u2019re into puzzles, I would give this game a try. $2.99 is a good price for the amount of content you get. With the
multiple puzzle elements and levels present, Orbox C makes for a solid puzzle game.. Don't buy, unfinished and won't be
finished. pro: none

con: really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really
really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really
really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really
really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really sucks just dont get
it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

english game do you speak it? guess not

 remember pink clouds all around

there steam account wants to be my friend no no h3ll no

Snoop Doggy Dog out brother man
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Cheap little game about shooting asteroids and swarms of some space police patrol cars and space tanks.. Great. Grab it on a
sale and you will be fine.. This is the first fulfillment of something I've wanted to see in VR for quite some time, flying around
with rockets in your hands! Sure the 'game' is minimal here - it's an experience, but again makes me want more. Definitely
worth checking out.. Nice graphics, so-so plot. This was a pleasure to play but not really that special. For a point and click
adventure I would rate it a 7 I guess.... How is the Don not tweeting about this game yet? By far, the most entertaining 12
minutes of my life. The only thing I'd fix is the strength of that spring holding up his big fat head because he's all floppy when I
play.

Do alternate facts apply to virtual reality? Meh, who cares... the truth is that this game pretty much ends my day because
whenever Kellyanne Conway opens her mouth, I just want to punch someone. This game is my therapy. Download this and play
before they yank it from the store!. Oh. My. Gosh. No. Just, no. This is the worst Nancy Drew game I have ever played! I
played it for quite a while, holding out the hope that the game would get better, but it just kept getting worse, and worse....and
worse. What is going on with Her Interactive these days??

For starters, here's what Just Adventure said about this game in a rewiew on the store page: "Nancy Drew fans will NOT be
disappointed in this latest installment. It’s a solid game effort by Her Interactive and those who might have been passing on the
Nancy Drew series might just want to give this one a try. In my opinion, The White Wolf of Icicle Creek is an excellent step in
the right direction.”

Why are gaming companies like this the ones that are making reviews on Nancy Drew games?? All they say is good stuff about
the game that is just not true, and completely leave out the major problems the games have. I'm a huge fan of Nancy Drew
games, and did give this one a try, but after playing it, I AM disappointed, and would definitely recommend giving this one a
pass! :/ Being a huge fan of Nancy Drew games, I was excited to see what this one had to offer, since the older ones were so
good. But after getting only halfway through, I was already bored and frustrated to death with it, so much, that I didn't even
bother to finish the game; just quit out, and watched the ending on youtube (only to discover, surprise, suprise, that the
difficulty of the ending, to get the culprit, was just awful. Worst Nancy Drew ending I have ever seen by far, and just makes me
glad that I pulled out of the game before getting to that point, getting even more disappointed). Yeah, it's that bad.

I love the older Nancy Drew games, which have greater story plots, and MUCH easier puzzles, but the newer ones are just
getting worse and worse. I've been playing from the very first Nancy Drew game, and am up to this one, and most of them have
actually been good. But some of them are really bad: puzzles and riddles that are too frustrating, chores that are too hard or too
many, etc. With each new game Her Interactive makes, they are just failing to deliver. They seem to think that the harder the
puzzles are, the more fun the games are. It's good when the puzzles give you a challenge (otherwise it would be boring), but
they're overdoing it! The last Nancy Drew game I enjoyed was #13, Last Train to Blue Moon Canyon, but I haven't seen a good
Nancy Drew game since that point. This game is the one I'm up to at the moment, and I can say without a doubt that it's the
worst one so far:

For starters, in this game, the difficulty of the puzzles and riddles is absolutely insane, even in Juniour Detective, which is just
ridiculous. There's a puzzle at one point where you have to make Nancy jump over ice to get to a jacket, so she doesn't freeze
from hypothermia, but the solution is completely unpredictable: meaning, the solution is random every time, so there is literally
not one single walkthrough anywhere that can give a solution to this. You literally have to figure out the solution out on your
own.
And the riddles are so confusing, it makes my head spin to even think about it. It's so frustrating trying to work out what the
clues mean, it just doesn't leave any room for you to have fun at all. And when I followed the walkthrough properly, some event
still did not trigger somehow, so I was literally stuck in the game, and couldn't move forward.

And the chores, the chores, oh my goodness! I don't mind doing chores in games, I actually really like doing chores and errands
for people in games, but they do it too much in this game! So much, that you spend the majority of the game doing chores, and
not the actual story, and it just makes you soo stressed out! At the start of the game, when Nancy is at the lodge, she makes the
ridiculous decision to be the lodge's maid AND cook, which is why you are up to your ears in chores for the majority of the
case: Not only do you have to tidy up guest's messy beds and take out their dirty laundry before 12:PM, you have to make
multiple trips to the kitchen to cook meals for up to 6 guests at a time, at 3 different times of the day: breakfast (7-8AM), lunch
(12-1PM), and dinner(6-7PM)! Sure, making the actual meals for the guests is enjoyable at the start, but then you have to do it
over, and over....and over.
And the name of the wolf (which just gave me chills, and really makes me mad) is - ISIS; the name of the terrorist group that
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has been (and still is) responsible for killing millions from bombings. Out of all the names Her Interactive could have picked,
that's the one they picked. Makes me really wonder what kinds of people are behind the Her Interactive company. Why not
something like Storm, Mist, or Blizzard?
Anyway, I'm out. This game has left me feeling drained, and as Nancy Drew fan, I can't in good conscience recommend this
game to any Nancy Drew fan, or to anyone, really. - 0/10. It just doesn't have the classic quality of the older games. If any
Nancy Drew games in the future are like this one, it might just turn me off to the whole series. The graphics in the newer games
are great, but the older Nancy Drew games, not the newer ones, are the reason why I became a fan of Nancy Drew games,
because they weren't so complicated; the puzzles weren't so insanely hard, and when you did have chores to do, they were much
MUCH less, and more simple and fun to do! Her Interactive started bringing in these ridiculous chores since the Secret of
Shadow Ranch, and they've been doing it ever since (there aren't any chores in Last Train to Blue Moon Canyon, though, which
is why I love that game). I hope this is just a phase Her Interactive is going through, with the chores, and hope it ends soon,
because the chores do nothing but take away from the quality of the Nancy Drew games. I think Her Interactive is just trying too
hard to impress with the puzzles and chores, and just need to tone it down. Sometimes, games are just better when they're nice
and simple. Please, just go back to the classics, Her Interactive :/

P.S. I do have one of the latest Nancy Drew games (case 25), Alibi in ashes, where there are no chores at all in that game, not
even once. And silent Spy (case 29) doesn't have chores, either. So I'm thinking that, at some point in the series, Her Interactive
realized, from fans' bad reviews, that the chores were a bad mistake, and just not the way to go, so they chucked it. This has
restored my faith in Her Interactive making good games. Now all they have to do is come up with puzzles that are actually fun to
play; ones that give a fun challenge, but aren't frustrating enough to make you look at the walkthrough. The majority of the
puzzles Her Interactive comes up with are bad, unfortunately :/ As a Nancy Drew fan, though, I'll always hold out the hope that
they will come up with fun puzzles. Because they have managed to come up with a few really fun puzzles; just hardly any,
though :/. Pretty great overall. The initial ending I got was pretty shocking. The other endings were tricky to unlock but in the
end it was satisfying enough.. Probably the best battle royale game i’ve played

Deadass so much fun, i wouldnt have stopped playing if i hadnt nearly fallen aslee cause its past midnight

This game was released today and is a masterpiece

Gotta love the character customization too. I did not enjoy myself while playing this game. The dark theme was a nice touch
compared to the usual bright RPGmaker games but that didn't carry the game enough for me to enjoy this. You start at level 10?
on the bottom of what I can only guess is a 10 floor dungeon. I got to the 3rd (7th) floor before I stopped playing

The combat is a simple swing harder and faster than the enemy before it kills you, that's kind of the theme with most RPG
games but in this game you seem to take damage from out of nowhere, and the enemies have no swing animations. This makes it
really hard to know where it is safe to stand and what is damaging you. On top of all this, some enemies are massive damage
sponges, I was swinging into a 200 health normal enemy doing 7 damage and not every attack was hitting.

EVERYTHING is randomized, aside from Key drops (or at least I got lucky to make it to the 3rd floor with enough Keys to get
by). Drops from chests are random, which means you can save before opening it and you roll the dice on what you get.
Admittadly it appears to keep to a trend of "Chest will give weapon" or "Chest will give stat up". Learning spells is random too,
I got lucky to learn Cure from my first scroll, but I also learned it from my second.... Yay.

With the game being so dark, and so many different tiles I thought I was stuck in the 2nd floor because I was missing an Iron
Key. It was only through sheer frustration that by mashing against the wall that I found a spare Key that allowed me to progress,
but the thing is there was another iron door I could of opened (a shortcut-ish door). Had I used the key on this door I would of
♥♥♥♥ed myself out of a savegame.... Healing could also get you stuck as well, it was only on the 3rd time resting on the first
floor that I realised resting cost MP, and with no passive regen and very few healing items that I could find it means you can get
stuck with low health and a wall of enemies to get through.

And OMG speaking of the enemies. I always thought it would be better if a game just filled a room full of enemies to grind
EXP and money faster, but this game showed me otherwise. The first floor has about 6 enemies per room, all locked behind
doors (mini-metroidvania-esque). But the 2nd floor, almost every free tile had an enemy on it. If there's not an enemy on the tile
then there's a stat orb which increases a random stat by 1 depending on the colour of the orb. Again adding to the randomness of
the game.
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The first few floors of this game made me feel like this should have a Rogue-Lite tag to it...

There is no options for this game, there's a menu screen for items, magic, status, saving, loading, and two others I can't
remember but they didn't do anything important. There's no remapping for keys, no volume or effects control. The title screen is
literally Start Game, Continue Game, or Quit.

This is by far the worst RPGmaker game I have played, and is the reason I have them turned off in my recommendeds. It tried a
lot of things new and different, but it just didn't hit home for me. I don't recommend this game, and the only reason I'm not
refunding it is because I got it for $1 and it's not worth the time.
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